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 【隔離性】は，災害，避難，外敵の 3 つの大
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Lesson Program for Spatial Composition of “House” with Different Structural Methods by Third Graders of 
Primary School  
 
In this year, we had the workshop by third grade students and make the lesson program for the making 
of a model as “secure house” with structural methods of “tying” and “wooden jointing”. In the making of 
models, though there are some individual differences, we found the definite types to make models: the 
floor or the roof structure, and the making process itself. In analysis of questionnaire before and after the 
workshop, what children desired for living space changed, when the method was changed from “tying” to 
“wooden jointing”. It is the important result that children’s conscious for secure was affected by external 
factor; the model making method. Theme relation of children’s living environment and analysis of 
structure of floor require further study. 
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